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Formal analysis of elastically supported beam-columns 
By John E. Brock 
{Jbersicht: Es wird ein Verfahren zur systematischen U tersuchung yon elastisch gelagerten Balken-S/iulen 
odor Verbindnngs-St/iben angegeben, wobei die Beriicksichtigung komplizierter Querlasten durch einen be- 
sonderen Rechenformalismus erleichtert wird. Verschiedenartige Beziehungen zwischen der L/ingslast und 
der Bettungsziffer werden untersucht; drei Spezialf/ille sind diskutiert, wobei die Enden fest-fest, gelenkig- 
gelenkig bzw. frei-frei gelagert sind. 
Summary: A method is presented for the systematic analysis of elastically supported beam-columns or
tie-bars in which formal notational devices simplify the handling of complicated iscontinuous lateral loads. 
Various relationships between axial load and support modulus are treated and three particular cases (fixed- 
fixed, pinned-pinned, and free-free nds) are exhibited. 
1. Introduction. Although the theory of elastically supported beam-columns i well known 
(cf., for example, the book by Hetenyi [4]), considerable labor is involved in the analysis of any 
particular case, and the labor becomes formidable in the case of complicated iscontinuous lateral 
loadings. It  is the purpose of the present analysis to simplify the analysis of such cases by use of power- 
ful notational devices. Elastically supported beams without axial load, beam-columns without 
elastic support, and beams with neither elastic support nor axial loading appear as special cases. 
2. The Differential Equation for an Elastically Supported Beam Column. We consider the 
problem of a beam having uniform flexural rigidity E I on a Winkler elastic foundation of modulus k
and subjected to an axial compressive load P and to a general ateral loading consisting of such 
elements as the following; 
a) concentrated clockwise 
moment m acting at x ---- a, 
b) concentrated upward 
load p acting at x = a, 
c) distributed upward load 
of exponent n > 0 starting at 
X-~-a ,  
Fig. 1 illustrates these loadings 
and shows the coordinate con- 
ventions but it does not show 
the end support conditions 
which for the time being will be 
left perfectly general. For the 
distributed loadings, n = 0 cor- 
responds to a m}iform loading, 
n = 1 to a uniformly increasing 
loading, etc., although the ex- 
ponent n need not be an integer. 
Also, the axial compressive load 
P must be less than the (first) 
critical buckling load in the ab- 
sence of any lateral oads. Since 
the present analysis, focussing 
as it does on ~ateral loadings, 
has no new point of view to add 
to the calculation of buckling 
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Fig. 1. Types of lateral loading. (Axial loads should read P instead o~" p.) 
loads, no more will be said about this matter; the reader is referred to Chapter VI I  of Reference [4]. 
If we denote the intensity of lateral upward loading by the symbol q(x), the differential equation 
which describes the system is 
E I d4y/dx ~ ~ P d2y/dx 2-~ k y = q(x). (1) 
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Introducing the notations 
a 2 = P IE  I ,  (2a) 
,,I, = ~a~/2 - q- 1/~7/4 -- 4 f i ' ,  (2 c) 
we observe that 
~z + #~ = a 2 , (3 a) 
We also write 
d ~ d 2 
L( ) = ~ + (~.~ + ff~) ~ +,~ ff~. 
fi4 = hi4 E I > 0,  (2b) 
(2d) 
22 #z = 4 fi~. (3b) 
(4) 
Thus, Equation (1) may be written as 
E I L (y )  -= q(x) (5) 
3. The Functions t ru , ,  u and ~(x ;  )., p). In the solution of Equation (5), we emphasize compact- 
ness of notation and simplicity of analytic manipulation. For this reason we introduce some functions 
which, in the most practical cases, are simply truncated (truncated at the beginning) Mac laur in  
sine and cosine functions, but which in the form given here can be manipulated most conveniently. 
We define 
//n nn-12 ttn+4 
trtt n u - -  H(n) H (n -~ 2) -~" ~ -~ 4) . . . .  ' (6) 
where TI(n)  is the factorial function,/ /(n) =/~ (n + 1). 
By direct substraction one verifies that 
true+2 u q- t ru ,  u -~ u" / l l (n )  . (7) 
If  n is a negative integer, the right side of Eq. (7) vanishes, and this establishes that 
t ru_2n u = ( - -  1) n tru 0 u ~ (n ~-~ 1~ 2, 3 , . . . )  (Sa) 
tru_(2,~_l) u = (-- 1) ~ trul u f (8b) 
For later purposes, we require the values 
t ru ,  O = O (n>0) ,  (ga) truo O = l , (9b) tru ~ 0 = 0 , (9e) (9d) tru_2 0 = - -  l . 
By direct differentiation it is easy to establish the differential relation 
d trun u 
du - -  tru,t_l u.  (1o) 
Thus, combining Equations (7) and (10), we see that 
~x 2+ a ~ tru,,+~ a x = a ''+~ x ' JH(n) .  (11) 
The following combination of tru-functions will be shown to be a solution of Equation (5). First 
we define and establish some properties of what are here designated as ~ functions. Let 
= [z~t,.,,,.z~ ,.~tr.,..~x)/()~ _ ff~), (:2) 
(For brevity, we sometimes denote this simply as T~(x) or T~). For ,u -~ __+ 2, Equation (12) is 
of indeterminate form on the right, but by a limiting process, we establish that 
~,,(x; 2, ~ 2) -~ [2 x t ru , _ :  2 x - -  (n - -  2) t ru~2 x ] /22" .  (13) 
The ~tr function clearly satisfies the differential relation 
T.(x) = ~ff._l(x) , 
and without difficulty it may be shown to satisfy the recurrence formula 
xn 
T,, § (~2 § ff~) T,,+2 + 22/z 2 T,~+4 - ~('0" 
(1~) 
(is) 
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Combining Equations (14) and (15), it is seen that T,~ satisfies the following fourth order differen- 
tial equation 
e'~ ~ + ,t 2 ~ ~/~+4(~) - ~( ,0"  (16) + (22 +/~)  dx 
We will also have use for the following evaluations 
~'n(0;2,~) = 0,  n > 0,  (17a) ~4(0;~,~) = 1,  (17b) ~_~(0;2, I~) = 0.  (17c) 
4. The Solution of the Differential Equation; Discontinuous Loading. We note that the function 
K(x) =- A cos 2 x d- B sin2 x -~ C cos/z x d- D sin/~ x (18) 
satisfies the homogenous differential equation 
L[K(x)] = 0 (19) 
and contains fore" arbitrary constants. 
solution is given by 
y(~) = y0(~) + K(~) ,  (20) 
and the four constants in K(x) are to 
be evaluated by considering the end 
conditions, two relations being esta- 
blished for the left and two for the 
right end. 
We consider the case of two ad- 
jacent elastically supported beam 
columns (Fig. 2) having the same 
Thus, if yo(x) is a solution of Equation (5), the general 
j q~(z) 
~=x z x=a x=z  
37 
m* 
Fig. 2. Adjacent beam elements. (Read P i~stead of p.) 
flexural rigidity E [, foundation modulus k, and axial compression P, and meeting each other 
at x = a. Suppose that there is a lateral loading ql(x) on both portions and an additional lateral 
loading 
q2(x) = c (x - a) ~ , ~ _>_ 0 (21) 
on the right hand portion. Suppose also that yl(x) satisfies 
E I L[yl(x)] = ql(x) (22) 
so that a solution, valid for xL <~ x <-- a, is given by 
y = yl(x) + K~(x) (23) 
where the fore: constants in Kl(x ) are yet to be determined. 
By Equation (16), we have 
E I L[y2(x)] = q2(x), (24) 
~u 
y2(x) _ clI(n)E I ~n+4 (x -- a;2,#)  , (25) 
and by the linearity of the function L, we have 
y =- y~(x) d- y2(x) -{- 1(o.(x) (26) 
as a solution of Equation (5), valid for a ~< x ~< xR. 
Here, the constants in K2(x ) are also undetermined as yet, but we now show continuity at x = a 
will require that K~(x) ==_ K2(x ). Consider y2(x) and its first three derivatives, evaluated for x = a: 
Y2(a) = -Eell(n)I - ~,~4(0) , .  (27a) y~(a) -- cII(n)E I ~3(0)~ , (27b) 
E lye(a) = cf l(n) ~,,+2(0), (27c) E Iy~'(a) -= cH(n) ~+1(0)  9 (27d) 
For n > 0, as was specified in Equation (21), all these quantities vanish, and for continuity of 
deflection, slope, moment, and shear, it is necessary that 
K~(a) =K2(a ) , (28a) K~(a) =K.~(a), (28b) K~'(a) = K~'(a), (28c) K~'(a) =- K.j'(a), (28d) 
which establishes that K~(x) ~ K2(x ). 
There are two important loadings that are excluded by the restriction  > 0 in Equation (21). 
These are (1) concentrated upward load p at x = a, and (2) concentrated clockwise moment m 
3 
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at x = a. These cases can be treated formally within the framework of what has preceded simply 
by permitt ing the inclusion of cases n = - -  1 and n = - -  2. More will be said about these cases 
in Section 5. Thus, for the concentrated load p, we write formally 
P (x - -  a) -1 (29) 
qs(x) - n ( -  1) 
whence  
Ys(X) -= k1  ~lja (x -- a; ;, ,u) , (30) 
and we have 
y(a) =-/(a)  -=- y"(a) -= 0 ,  (31a, b, c) E Iy'"(a) -~ p .  (31d) 
Thus, the requirements of continuity in deflection, slope, and moment, and the requirement of 
a saltus, p, in shear again establish that  K 2 ~ K1. Similarly for a concentrated clockwise moment m 
at x = a, we write formally 
m 
q2(x) - -  J / ( - -  2) (x - -  a) s , (32) 
whence 
//$ 
yz(x) = ~ ~2 (x -- a; ~, ~) , (33) 
and we have 
y(a)=y ' (a )=y" (a ) -=O,  (34a, b ,d)  E Iy" (a )=m (34c) 
As before, this serves to estabIish that K s --: K 1. 
Thus, it is clear that the deflection formula to the right of a concentrated moment, concentrated 
force, or sudden change in type of loading may be obtained by simply adding to the defleetiou 
formula which holds to the left a single term, viz., that given by Eq. (25). The four constants in 
the function K(x) = Kl(x), which is unchanged as we go past x = a, are to be determined by the 
constraints at x = x L and x = xR. 
I t  is clear, also, that this same procedure of dealing with additional "sudden" loadings at other 
points, x = a s, x =- a a, . . . ,  can be taken care of in the same way by introducing a new term like 
that given in Eq. (25) for each such loading. This discussion is in the spirit of the original contri- 
bution of Clebsch [3] to the treatment of discontinuously oaded beams. 
5. Discontinuity Functions. Following Clebsch, a number of writers have introduced notat ional  
devices for the purpose of systematizing and simplifying Clebsch's contribution. I t  is certain that  
many of these writers were unaware of Clebsch's work and discovered for themselves the properties 
which they developed and described. The increasing use of the Laplace transformation probably 
contributed both to the frequency of discovery and to the choice of notation; it is an easy step 
after one has used Laplace transformation methods to solve a beam deflection problem to see that  
this mathematical  heavy arti l lery can be dispensed with and the same solution obtained more 
directly. 
There are two aspects of such developments, both pert inent o the problem at hand. One 
relates to a notation which suddenly introduces, for a certain value of x -= a, a new function which 
is to be included for x > a and is to be ignored for all x < a. The other and more troublesome 
aspect relates to the two important cases n = - -  1 and n = --  2 which we have treated formally 
in Equations (29) through (34). 
The first hehaviour, which is like that of an electric l ight switch, will be accomplished by the 
discontinuity functions 
<x - -  a>" -~ (x --  a)" for x> a } (n > 0) (35) 
<x- -a>"=0 for x<a_  = 
We will reserve the use of angle brackets < } for this purpose, remarking that iu England and 
the United States both < > and { } are used, the latter probably stemming from Laplace trans- 
formation notation or from a paper by Macauley [7]. We will omit the unit exponent, writing 
<x - -  a} in place of <x - -  a> 1. The discontinuity functions may be defined equivalently in terms 
of the Heaviside unit function 
H(x, a) --= 1 if x> a ,  / (36) 
-~0 if x<a,  J 
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which is also called the unit step function. I t  is clear that 
<x -- a> '~ = H(x, a) (x -- a)" , (n > 0), (37) 
and that 
<x -- a> ~ : H(x, a) .  (38) 
The discontinuity functions need not be defined for x = a except to require that they remain 
finite. Aside from the property inherent in the definition, the principal property of the discon- 
tinuity functions is that they satisfy the iutegral relationship. 
/<~:  -- a>" d~ -- (b < a) (39) 
<x a>n-? 1 
n+l  ' 
b 
as may easily be established. These discontinuity functions (x -- a>" (n > 0) behave well mathe- 
matically and violate none of the rules of analysis. 
The same may not he said of these functions in the case n < 0 (for which the term "singularity 
function" is used) and a large literature has developed in an attempt to civilize these entities. 
For our purposes, we regard <x --  a> = (n < 0) as a "signal" that something meaningful will be 
forthcoming after a sufficient number of integrations have been performed, according to Equation 
(39), so that the exponent of the integrated form is non-negative. This also requires introducing 
the factorial functions of a negative number (as in Equations (29) and (32)) in a formal way. 
This certainly evades the problem of defining the singularity functions (i.e., the discontinuity 
functions with negative exponent) and this is done intentionally. We can regard these functions 
as "reminders" that at a certain stage in the sequence of integrations that will be performed, 
sudden changes in shear and/or moment must be introduced to account for the presence of con- 
centrated lateral loads or concentrated moments. In this way their use will appear quite natural 
and the matter of evading of proper definitiou will not prove troublesome. 
The negative singularity functions may also be treated in an alternate fashion by use of the 
Dirac ~-function, the unit doublet (~'), and higher order functions of this family. Whichever way 
they are treated, one has the choice of evading obvious mathematical difficulties (as we do) or 
of delving deeply into the Theory of Distributions of L. Schwartz. 
For those interested in bibliography on these subjects, we cite items [1], [2], [5], [6], [8], [9], 
and [11]; the last three of these themselves contain extensive bibliographies. 
6. The Solution for General Discontinuous Loading. Urrey [10] has recently introduced the 
useful compact notation 
f <x -- a> = H(x, a) f (x -- a) , 
and we employ this notation in what follows. In particular we have 
tru <a (x --  a)> = H(x, a) tru~ [a (x -- a)], 





The case of gencral discontinuous loading is easily treated on the basis of what has gone before. 
q(x) = .~, c k <x -- ak>"k (42) 
k 
the correspon~ding solutions is 
where 
y(x) = K(x) + 3(x), (43) 
(44) J(x) -~- (E I) -1 .~  ckH(nk) ~P'%+4 <x -- ak;~, #> 
k 
I n  the case of a concentrated upward force p, we take n = -- 1 and c = p/ f f ( - -1)  so that the 
product c k//(nk) = p in Equation (44) and where, in the case of a concentrated clockwise moment 
m, we take n = -- 2 and c = m///( - -2)  so that c~ l l(nk) = m. Note that we could equally well 
have written 
y(x) : K(x) -~ (E I)-X ~_, ckH(nk) H(x, ak) T~k+4 (x -- ak;~, #) (44*) 
k 
and some may prefer to use the latter form. 
3* 
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7. Effect of Axial Load, Foundation Modulus, and Flexural Rigidity. In many cases, the 
numbers 2 and/~ may be coalescent or complex. Appendix A gives formulas which will assist in 
such cases. For purposes of discussion, possible situations may be cataloged as follows. 
Case 1: P=0,  k=0,  Case 4a:  P>0,  k>0,  P2>4kE I ,  
2: P=0,  k>0,  4b: P>0,  k>0,  P2=4kE I ,  
3a: P>0,  k=0,  4c: P>0,  k>0,  P2<4kE I ,  
3b: P<0,  k=0,  5a: P<0,  k>O,  P~>4kE I ,  
5b: P<0,  k>0,  P2=4kE1,  
5c: P<0,  k>0,  P~<4kE I .  
Brief remarks will now be made about each of these cases. 
Case 1. From Equation (13), by letting ,~ approach zero, one finds 
xtL 
~/~(x; o, o) - i~(n) (45) 
and using a similar limiting process with K(x), one finds 
(L )  II(n) (x -- a>,,k ~-4, (46) y(x) = A + B x + C x 2 @ D x 3+ .~ ck B (n + 4) 
which is a well known result. Coefficients A, B: C, and D relate to deflection, slope, moment, 
and shear at x = 0. 
Case 2. Here one may take,~ = (1 -~ i) fl, # = (1 -- i)/~ and use the solution as given, making 
actual evatuat ious according to the Appendix. 
Case3a .  For k=0,  we have ,=a,#=0,  and 
~,,(x; c~, O) = a -'~ tru,, ~ x (47) 
and we obtain 
which is the same, except for minor differences in notation, notably a different significance to 
the coefficients %, as is given in Reference [1]. 
Case 3b. This case differs from Case 3a only in that a is now a pure imaginary quantify. 
See Appendix for formulas for evaluation. 
C a s e 4 a. The quantities ~, X, and # are distinct and real. There are no difficulties in evaluation. 
Case 4b. Here a is real but 3, and # coalesce to the common real value ~/~2-. Use Equation 
(13). Also in this case we must take 
K(x) = (A + B x) cos,~ x + (C + D x) sin~ x .  (49) 
9 I I ~/;i~ a~ Use Case4c .  Take ~=~-t~7,#=~-- i~  ] where ~=~4/3~@a ~, ~=~-  -- 9 
Appendix to assist evaluations. 
Case 5a. The quantities a, ,~, and # are distinct pure imaginaries. Use Appendix to assist 
evaluations. 
Case 5b. Here a is imaginary and X and - -~ coalesce to the common imaginary value a[~2~ 
Use Equation (13) and Equation (49)9 
Case 5c. Take ,~ and tt as in Case 4 c, noting that now ~ is imaginary; however, the quantities 
are ~ are real. Evaluate using Appendix. 
8. The Pinned-pinned Beam. Here y(0) =y(L )  y'(O) =y" (L )= 0, where primes denote 
differentiation with respect o x and the beam is pinned at its ends, x = 0 and x = L. Presuming 
that ~ :#: # and that no concentrated moment is applied at x = 0, from Equations (17), (18), (43), 
and (44), we find that 
0=A@C,  0=)2A-~#2C,  whence A=C=0.  
Also, 
O--Bs in2Lq-Ds in l~L  q - J (L ) ,  O=- - ) ,2Bs in ,~L- -#ZDs in#L+ g ' (L ) ,  
whence 
B = [#e d(L) q- ,I"(L)]/[(2 ~ -- #2) sin2 L] ,  n = -- [)2 d(L) -ff J"(L)]/[(~ 2 -- #~) sin# r ] .  
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Thus, upon writing b k ----- L -- a k, we have finally 
y(x) = [E r ()`~ -- #~)1-1 ~ c~ H(n~)[[s in:~ s in .x  ) 
[ksin),L sin/* L ~/'k+2(bk; 2,#) 
[#2 sin ). x 2. 2 sin # x~ ~ .. ] 
+ ~ s i~  s in~-  ] ~ ,a+4(0k; )`, /*) + (22 -- #2) T=a,4 <x -- ak; 2, #> 9 (50) 
If there is no elastic support, 2 = a, # = 0, and using Equation (47) we find that 
Y(x )=P-1~ ck + 1)(nk + 2 signaL 
q- tru,~k+ 4 <a (x - -  ak) > s~n ~-L tru,,~+~ (a b~) , (51) 
L 
which, except for minor variations in notation, is the same result as given in Reference [1]. 
9. The Fixed-fixed Beam, In this case the conditions y(0) -----y'(0) = y(L )  = y'(L) = 0, lead 
to the system 
0 0 01iil  1 cos)` L sin)` L cos# L sin# L = J(L) " 
L - - ) `  sin)` L 2, cos)` L - -#  sin# L #cos#L L J ' (L )  
Solving for the constants A, B, C, D we finally obtain the result: 
y(~) = (E i)-1 ~ ck//(n~) [~v§ <x - ak;2, #> - ~o V~.~+4(bk;2, #) + ~ ~V,~k§ 2, #)], (52) 
k 
where 
o ~ = )` # (cos)` L -- cos# L) (cos)` x -- cos # x) + (2 sin)` L -- # sin # L) (# sin)` x --)` sin # x), (53) 
a ~ = (# sin 3. L -- )` sin # L) (cos 2 x -- cos # x) -- (cos)` L -- cos # L) (# cos)` x --  2 cos # x), (54) 
and 
6 = 22# (1 -- cos2L  cos# L) -- (42 +#2) sin),L s in# L (55) 
If there is no elastic support, )` ~-- a, # ~-- 0, and we can derive 
y(x) -~ Y' c~ l I (nD [z] tru,,k§ <a (x - -  a~)> - -  gk truz a - -  h~ tru 3 a x] (56) 
"7 rY7 ~ + ~ ~ ' 
where 
gk ---- tru2 a L tr t t~ + 4 a b k - -  tr tt3 a L tru,,~ + 3 a b k , (57) 
h k -~ tru 2 a L tru,~k+ 3a b~ - -  tru 1 a L tru,k+4 a b k , (58) 
and 
L J - - - -2 - -cosaL - -aLs in~L .  (59) 
Again, except for minor differences in notation, this result is given in Reference [1]. 
10. The Free-free Beam. Here y"(0) • y"'(0) = y" (L )  = y" ' (L )  ~- O. We find that 
y(x) = (E I)-~ .Z c~ Lr(n~) [~,,~+~ <x a~ ;)`, #)> + O ~ b 9 - -  t~nk+2( k , ) ` ,#)  -J- q[)~[lnk+l(bk;)`,#)] (60) 
k 
where 
O d = (cos 2 L --  cos # L) cos 2 x ~ 
(~ 2 sin # x) (61) + ()` sin)` L --  # s in# L) sin)` xy  , 
( ~ s in )`x -  ~ ) q3~ (cos )` L -- cos # L)  ~s in#x 
cos 2 x --  - -  cos t* x , (62) 
t-t ] # 
and (~ is given in Equation (55). 
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Appendix: Evaluat ion of t ru - funet ions  and t/t-functions. For all t ru - funct ions ,  we have 
t ru~{x- -a} :O if x<a (A1) 
where we either neglect, or give proper physical interpretat ion to any saltus at x : a. 
For real argument  and integer index, we have 
tru_ 2 u ~--- - -  cosu  
tru_ 1 u = - -  sin u ,  
tru o u -~ cos u ,  
tru 1 u -~ sin u ,  
(A2) 
tru 2 u ~ 1 - -  cosu  
tru 3 u ~ u - -  s inn ,  
tru 4 
tru 5 
For complex argument  z ~ z ~ i y, 
t ru  0 
u = cos u - -  (1 - -  u~/2!) ,
u = sin u - -  (u --  u3/3!). 
we have 
z = cos x cosh y - -  i sin x sinh y ,  (A3a) 
(A3b) 
(7') 
tru 1 z -= sin x cosh y ~ i cos x sinh y ,  
true+2 z = z" /H(n)  - -  t ru ,  z . 
If n is not an integer, the evalutions are difficult even for real argument.  One may use the de- 
f init ion, Equat ion  (6), or, equivalently,  
/$n I U2 U4 1 
t ru ,  u -= ~ 1 (n -~ 1) (n + 2) ~- (n + 1) (n + 2) (n -~ 3) (n + 4) . . . . .  (A4) 
If u i s rea landz=x~iy ,  z* - -~x- - iy ,  wehave  
x2 __ y2 
sin x u sinh y u ,  To(U;Z ,Z* )  =cosxucoshyu  2xy  
T l (u ;  z, z*) = (x cos x u s inhy  u + y sin x u eoshy u)/2 xy ,  
T~(u; z, z*) = (s inx u s inhy  u)/2 xy ,  
Ta(u;  z, z*) = (y sin x u coshy u - -  x cos x u s inhy  u)/2 xy  (x 2 + y2), 
]/ •+4(u ;z , z* ) - - - -  ~) (n ) - -~f~(u ;z , z* ) - -2 (x2- -yZ)T ,+2(u ;z , z  *) (x2+y2)2.  
(Eingegangen am 25. Juni 1965) 
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